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This research proposal is abstracted  from and as a reflection of  the 

researcher's experience in doing some community services to the 

teachers of  Civics in some junior high schools in Tanah Datar regency. 

This proposal is based on various conditions that indicate the 

declining professionalism of  teachers of  Citizenship Education 

(Civics) in various schools in Tanah Datar Regency, which is reflected 

in the low quality and competence of  Civics teachers in making 

scientific work. As one of  the educational actors in the school, every 

teacher should have the ability in career development and their 

professionalism through the making of  scientific works, like classroom 

action research and articles. 



Career development and professionalism of  teachers through various 

efforts indeed become a necessity, including through the creation of  

scientific work (article) and also the management of  the journal. 

However, due to the limited ability and experience, teachers often fail 

to make the scientific work (articles) and become "desperate" to work, 

even to manage and publish scientific journals .

Based on observations and interviews with some teachers / 

administrators MGMP  of  Civics  in Tanah Datar: “so far the ability 

of  teachers in making scientific works is still quite low. This is 

indicated, among others, by the lack of  scientific work produced by 

teachers, including Civics teachers”.



1) What are the causes (constraints) of  low performance of  teachers 

in the preparation and the publishing of  scientific work?; 

2) What efforts should be been made the City Government 

(educational institutions) for developing teachers competence 

(skill) in their professional development  through scientific work?; 

3) How is the involvement of  universities and other educational 

institutions in developing career and professionalism of  teachers 

through the guidance (mentoring) for  the preparation and 

publishing the scientific work?



Research Design/Approach: Survey / Qualitative (and quantitative)

Informant (respondents): Civic Ed. Teachers, MGMP Board, School Supervisor,

School Principal

Data Collection: Interviews , FGD, and Observations (and  Questionnnaire)

Data Analysis: Interactive Analysis Model (Quant. Analysis:  percentage, mean,  

t-test, anova, ect. …….)
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